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Good Energy Solutions Named a SunPower Commercial Dealer
Experience and Service Differentiate Best-in-Class SunPower Dealer Network
LAWRENCE, KS, March 21, 2017 – Good Energy Solutions, a Lawrence-based solar installer, has been selected as a
SunPower Commercial Dealer, joining a network of more than 1,800 solar companies worldwide that sell, install and service
SunPower products.
SunPower commercial dealers handle every step of the solar process for customers including system design, installation,
and maintenance, as well as financing approach, permitting, and rebate processing. SunPower carefully selects dealers
based on exceptional customer service, premier system design and installation practices for small to medium-sized
businesses, and expert solar knowledge and leadership. SunPower dealers also complete regular, in-depth training on
SunPower products and services ensuring SunPower systems provide lasting value to customers.
“We tell our customers that not all solar is created equally, and make sure they know that SunPower products are the most
efficient and reliable solar solutions on the market today,” said Kevin Good, president of Good Energy Solutions. “The high
quality SunPower technology combined with Good Energy Solutions’ reputation for excellent craftsmanship and customer
service convinced United Wireless of Dodge City, KS to select us to install two 35kW SunPower systems on the roofs of their
buildings in early 2017. In addition, we retrofitted 1,359 fluorescent lights with LEDs. Between the 214 solar panels and the
LEDs, this forward thinking company will save about $30,000 per year on operating costs and offset the equivalent energy
of over 40 tons of coal annually.”
About Good Energy Solutions, Inc.
Good Energy Solutions, Inc. is a full service energy partner that is able to provide comprehensive consulting and services in
electrical, renewable energy, energy efficiency and energy management in the central US region. Founded in 2007, Good
Energy Solutions has earned a reputation of reliable service, expertise, and quality through commercial and residential
installations of Solar and Energy Efficiency Equipment. Good Energy Solutions is "Energy with Integrity", a SunPower
Authorized Dealer. For more information, visit https://www.goodenergysolutions.com/
Recent Awards
2017: Ranked “Top 100 Solar Installers” by SolarReviews.
2016: “2016 BBB Integrity Award for the Kansas Plains” by Better Business Bureau, Inc. serving Nebraska, South Dakota,
The Kansas Plains and Southwest Iowa.
2015, 2016: “Top 500 Solar Contractor in the U.S.” by Solar Power World.
2015, 2016: “Foundation Award” by Lawrence Business Magazine and Cadre Lawrence.
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Twitter: @goodenergysol • Facebook: @GoodEnergySolutions • LinkedIn: good-energy-solutions
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